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One of the major architecture firms specializing in house plans for homeowners and builders 

approached us with certain business requirements which would translate to making significant 

changes to their website built on Laravel as per their online business model. While the company had 

been very successful in their offline revenue model, their online business struggled to gain traction.  

The company wanted to leverage their brilliant architectural capabilities into 

e-commerce space and generate significant revenue by focusing on increased 

visitors, leads, conversions and pave way for a positive shopping experience.  

To understand and implement the changes requested 

by the client, Ameex needed to assess where they 

stood currently with regards to their web properties 

and build a road map accordingly. For this, we first 

conducted a comprehensive Digital Audit which 

covered every aspect of their digital assets. What we 

found were the following—

Post audit, Ameex designed a roadmap to tackle these 

problems and implement the proposed changes 

incrementally by aligning with the client’s business goals.

The site taxonomy was not organized which made it 

difficult for the shoppers to navigate and find what 

they wanted to look for.

The site was facing a lot of spam attack which 

posed a security challenge.

Modification parameters to architectural plans were 

limited which did not allow much flexibility for the 

users.

Low performance of the website on both desktop 

and mobile devices

Social media presence was limited and did not gain 

much traction.

Poor SEO which was resulting in loss of thousands 

of visitors.

Understanding 
the challenges



After we had formulated a roadmap in 

consultation with the client, we went ahead 

with the implementation in a phased manner.

Ameex’s incremental 
approach – bolstering 
the online space.

Securing 
the website

Site 
Re-architecture

Enhancing 
product flexibility

A new coupon 
application

Enhancing social 
media outreach

Enhancing 
affiliate partnership

Comparison 
functionality



Securing the website

Our client's server faced a constant menace from the SPAM attacks. This posed a big 

security question for the client as it could result in hacks, loss of client data, loss of 

privileged information and further complications. Ameex's server admins had to secure 

the server by imposing restrictions on the IP addresses and implement https protocols to 

stop the attacks on the server.

Site Re-architecture

The client’s site needed a lot of restructuring to make resources easily 

available for the shoppers. This involved altering the overall site taxonomy 

by creating new and optimized menu, banners, images, CTA buttons, landing 

pages and keyword optimization among many other things. Sitemap is 

crucial for every site, independent of the size of the site for better navigation 

and SEO. Ameex onboarding audit recommendation included re-building 

the site architecture to provide better insights about the pages, contents, 

files on the website. We implemented all these changes which provided a 

positive user experience, pushed the website to first page on SERP rankings 

and attracted more visitors while improving loyalty.



Enhancing affiliate partnership

One of the significant revenue models for the client was to generate business through affiliate 

partnerships. The affiliate partners had the privilege to purchase the products at a discount, 

resell the product as per their convenience. To enhance the affiliate partnership model, 

Ameex built a new user type on their website for the affiliate partners and provided 

customized accessibility and functionality to the wide range of products to them. This 

provided a better user experience for the affiliate partners.

Enhancing product flexibility

One of the major changes made by Ameex was to client's Doors system. Doors is basically 

an alternative way to update the product specification through entering the details on an 

Excel sheet. Doors had ability to change only a few parameters/specifications of the 

product, but Ameex expanded the parameters list for the client to make modification to 

the vast product specifications. This reduced time and effort from client’s end and helped 

them showcase a larger array of products on the website.

A new coupon application

The client wanted to implement a new coupon system as part of their online marketing 

strategies through discount programs. To implement this new initiative, Ameex built a new 

custom module on Laravel where users could enter the coupons and avail discounts for 

the plans they purchased. The client’s new marketing strategy coupled with Ameex’s 

technical expertise helped in bringing new customers and boost revenue.

Comparison functionality

Ameex integrated all the social media channels Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, Youtube, 

Linkedin, Vimeo on their website so that the visitors and users had ease in accessing them 

and following. Apart from that we also helped in making promotional videos on Youtube and 

other platforms to showcase their beautiful creations and thereby gain traction from visitors. 

Apart from that we also helped them in running promotional campaigns on social media 

platforms to increase outreach and generate interest.



Value delivered
Ameex took up the 

challenges and implemented 

solutions in an incremental 

manner which met the 

business goals for the client.
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Impact

Improved server and 
site security

3.5x Increase in online 
revenue

Enhanced shopping 
experience for customers

5x Increase in new social 
media subscribers

After 4 years, the client 
continues to be valued 
partner of Ameex, a 
testament to Ameex’s 
development support and 
maintenance capabilities.


